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Now this mood of cousin Yuanxi in addition to Yang Yu cousin is
almost who do not want to see. Yang Yu also specially did two push
ups and sit ups to show his chest and abdominal muscles in a perfect
state.

Sure enough, my cousin saw that Yang Yu was only wearing a pair
of underpants, showing her animal muscles. Isn't this the image of a
man in her dream?

The boys in the countryside either carry too much heavy work and
are too short to die, or get too much tanning on the mountain. Many
of them look like uncles when they are young. Every time these
"uncles" pass by the door and whistle to her, she feels sick and
regrets that she was born in such a place without a decent man.

Cousin Yang Yu's arrival suddenly breaks the fantasy cell. A
beautiful man with perfect heart is standing in front of him. But God
forbid that he is his own cousin. It's all fate.

Yang Yu closed the door, with the most direct way to coax cousin
happy: "you tell me all you know about silly dog."

On hearing this, my cousin's melancholy eyes suddenly lit up and
said excitedly, "do you have a way?"

"To solve the problem, we must suit the remedy to the case. We
must find out the shortcomings of the silly dog family and attack
them. So you tell me everything you know. " Although Yang Yu is a
normal student, he has the head of a science student.
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Logical thinking, analytical ability are particularly outstanding.

Yuanxi really doesn't know much about silly dog. Because she
doesn't like it, she doesn't feel at ease at all. She just knows some
general information. Silly dog's family is a rich farmer, and his
father runs a farm business. He is very happy to have a son in his old
age. Unfortunately, he gave birth prematurely. The boy has a
problem with his IQ, but he is still good.

Silly doggy, who is 27 years old and has no wife, is five years older
than her cousin. Her cousin is a snake, and silly doggy is a mouse.
But the two zodiac signs are not in conflict. The mouse and Ma are
in conflict. Yang Yu thinks in his mind that it seems that it is not
feasible to use the zodiac signs as an article.

Then my cousin also said the eight characters of birthday. Although
Yang Yu didn't understand it at all, the matchmaker said that the
birthday was a perfect match, so we couldn't help it. But Yang Yu is
puzzled, what age is it? It's still eight characters of birth. It's too
confusing. I believe it.

"Fan, Xin?" Yang Yu said to himself, his brain turned, and suddenly
he had a way to show a strange smile.

"Even if they come to propose marriage next week, I'll go to the next
village to help my cousin deal with the matter while I have a rest this
weekend." Yang Yu confidently said that the silly dog family has a
breakthrough. The most urgent thing is to bombard the breakthrough,
make the breakthrough bigger and bigger, and finally surrender.

"Really? Ha ha "my cousin danced with excitement:" I knew my
cousin was the smartest. "

"That cousin doesn't also hasten to reward one?" Yang Yu quickly
took advantage of the fire.

"Well, Miss Ben is happy tonight. I'll give you a hug." Yuanxi stood
up, spread out her hands, and looked like a little baby came to give
her sister a hug.



"Cut! We are cousins. We could have hugged each other. At least
you have to kiss it Yang Yu said with a smile, looking like a teaser.

"Kiss? Cousin, you're so funny. We can kiss cousins at most. We
can't bargain. " She pretended to be the Queen's cousin.

Looking at her cousin's appearance of pulling her down, Yang Yu
suddenly felt that in terms of ethics, her aunt's acceptance ability was
the worst, and she even resisted strongly. Her cousin took the second
place, and she could not accept the incest between her relatives. The
younger two younger sisters and three younger sisters were totally
different. They did not know Yang Yu since childhood and did not
live together I've never been a relative.

For both of them, Yang Yu is a stranger who suddenly breaks in.
The second cousin doesn't even pay attention to Yang Yu, but the
third cousin never thinks that his cousin can't fall in love. This is the
understanding and acceptance of ethics of the four age groups.

Yang Yu was born in the countryside, childhood in the countryside,
but school in the city, all the education and growth environment is
the concept of the city.

"Well, kiss it." Yang Yu looks disappointed on purpose. It's better to
have a pro than none. He can't eat hot tofu in a hurry. Sooner or later,
his cousin will be her own.

Yuanxi slowly put her mouth together, this is her first time to kiss
her cousin, no, this is the first time to kiss a man. Although her
cousin looks calm, her heart has already been pounding. This is a
man she wants to kiss, but she is also her cousin. This kind of
contradiction makes her particularly tangled. She knew that she had
lost her charm. If she put down her ethics, her cousin would be her
own.

Yuanxi closed her eyes and gradually kissed her.

What!



With a slight Pro face sound, Yang Yu turned his head and looked at
his cousin, who had not been calm before. His face suddenly became
embarrassed and serious, and his cousin even looked at him with this
kind of eyes.

Yuanxi only knows that her heart is beating wildly, and her cousin
Biaoyu looks at her and even forgets to dodge.

Suddenly, at the moment when Yuanxi is in a daze, Yang Yu comes
over and seals her cousin's lips directly. Yuanxi immediately widens
her eyes, wakes up and pushes Yang Yu away with both hands.But
Yang Yu suddenly became an animal. Her cousin was so beautiful
and beautiful. This kind of beauty was different from her third
cousin. She was a girl after all. She didn't know much about men and
women, so she could only bully her and cook it slowly like soup.
But her cousin, a female creature with strong feminine flavor, could
only boil all the flavor away. For this kind of woman, it's more
important to use cool and hot Things should be fierce, wild, crazy
and sudden.

Yang Yu see cousin want to avoid, also want to push himself,
already one hand hugged her, one hand on the back of her head,
forced the cousin's mouth on his mouth.

Yuanxi didn't expect that her cousin would suddenly go crazy and
kiss herself. She was already conscious and wanted to break away.
Unexpectedly, Yang Yu's head was pressed down by Yang Yu, and
his mouth was completely sealed on his mouth. What's more, Yang
Yu's powerful tongue was prying his teeth open, and he was about to
stretch in.

Yuanxi saw more flustered, this sudden violence, force, let her
flustered, struggle more intense, hands frantically slapping push
Yang Yu's chest, but how also can't push open, want to shout and
can't shout out, can only send out fuzzy don't want voice.

Yang Yu see cousin struggle more severe, and even legs and feet,
simply body pressure in the past, directly put cousin pressure in the
body, now, Yuanxi is unable to move.



Yuanxi is so violated by a man for the first time. Yang Yu's tongue,
whose head has been pried open, is licking his tongue crazily. His
head is wet and slippery. Yang Yu takes a strong tongue and his
head is raging in her mouth like a storm.

This kind of feeling makes Yuanxi want to give up, but he is so
pressed by his cousin that he doesn't know what will happen. But
Yang Yu is too heavy, and he has no strength to break away. He is
cruel, flustered and impulsive, and bites down.

Ah!

Yang Yu immediately tongue, head a sharp pain, instinct to let go of
cousin, blood flow out along the mouth, a thick smell of blood.

Yuanxi's anger was still on her head. When she saw that Yang Yu's
mouth was full of blood, she immediately remembered the scene of
biting her tongue and committing suicide. She forgot that she had
been bullied by her cousin. She stood up quickly to check Yang Yu's
injury.

Yang Yu was bitten and bled a little. The injury was not so serious,
but it was a good chance for him to escape the crime of bullying his
cousin just now. He didn't pretend to be in great pain, and even
exaggerated so that his whole body fell to the ground and rolled up.

Yuanxi was more flustered now.

"Cousin, cousin, don't frighten your cousin. She doesn't mean it.
Who let you bully her? Is she still kissing for the first time?"
Looking at Yang Yu like that, Yuan Xi's heart suddenly hung down,
just the fire was gone.

"First kiss? Ha ha. "Yang Yu, curled up on the ground, raised his
head and looked elated. There was no blood in his mouth.

"Oh, you smelly cousin, you cheated your cousin again, you're dead,
you're dead!" Then he slapped Yang Yu with both hands: "I hate you
so much."



"Ha ha, first kiss!" Yang Yu once again stressed the first kiss,
eyebrows are raised up.

"You Yuanxi was so angry that she said, "I don't care about you."

"Well, cousin, I'm wrong. I'm wrong. I'm afraid next time!" Yang Yu
immediately turned to coax. Although her cousin is bigger than
herself, all women in the world are the same and need coax.

"You want another time." My cousin pouted her lips and suddenly
turned from a goddess into a clever little girl.

"Don't be angry, cousin. Please, I'm really wrong. I'll go back and
plan your business right now. I'm sure I'll do it all the way. I'll rest
assured."

Seeing that it was already night, Yang Yu left the room, went back
to his attic and lay on the bed. He was so happy that he not only
stole the first kiss of his third cousin, but also forced his cousin's first
kiss tonight. Especially his cousin's tongue, head, God, is really the
best in the world. I want to taste it in my mouth.

Yang Yu was lying on the bed for a short time, but he thought about
these things. He turned off the lamp and the moonlight from the
window came in. Yang Yu tossed and turned and found that he was
too excited to sleep. The window was beside the bed, so he went to
the window.

Did not expect, this inadvertently a lie down, unexpectedly saw the
full window of spring!

Isn't this Lin Yina? She's in the shower?
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